
 

Multi-brend expertise
SBS has experience with different system like: 
     Saacke Marine Systems                  Volcano                
     Mitsubishi Heavy Industries    
     Hyundai Heavy Industries            Aalborg
     Hamworthy                Kangrim
     Oilon         Weishaupt            Sunflame
     Miura         Riello                Petro 

PROJECT  ENGINEERING

Project engineering:
Making of project documentation & electrical 
drawings for projects and making necessary contacts 
with marine classification societies.
 MGO conversions (upgrade of system to dual
 fuel operation, flow feedback regulation, ...)
 Burner replacement & retrofitting
 Control panel replacement (designing and 
 manufacturing of control cabinets)
 

The development of highly productive boiler systems 
is characterized by the demand for high availabil-
ity and an increase in the functionality and degree 
of  automation. Our solutions are fully engineered       
according to specific project ensuring that there are 
no unexpected problems during commissioning.

Tailor-made solutions 

Software development for:
Our team is equipped and experienced with many 
different types of the development environments 
for many different types of the programmable logic 
controllers, or different types of the industrial con-
trollers. Some of the systems we are working with are 
listed below:
 Siemens & Omron PLC
            Sipart controllers
 Yamatake controllers
 PMA/Saacke controllers



2 x 37 T/h 

Boiler system was equiped with 3 burners 
on each of the boilers. System was built 
in 1999. and it was not designed for the 
dual fuel operation. 
Our team considered this as a chalange due to very few ships 
with such a complex system running. Our solution included  
our own SBS-ACC-3B developed system which was designed 
in a way to be commissioned fast and enable the customer to 
have only fews days of system downtime. 
Sytem is now upgraded to work with fuel flow feedback which 
enables faster response of the ACC (Automatic Combustion 
Controller) which is crucial when system operates on the MGO. 
Now system can have combustion quality for inerting of tanks on 
both types of fuel.

Success stories
LS MGO Upgrade on MT NIKATOR

Burner retrofitting 

MV Silver Cloud

Boiler system was equiped with air atomising burner for which it 
was not possible to get service and spare parts support, so SBS 
was contracted to install new pressure atomizing burner and make 
all necessary modifications on the boiler, burner and control 
cabinet.
Our delivery includes new: control cabinet, burner, boiler base
plate with refractory, and new cabling.
Work includes: new cabling, piping and
commissioning of the system.


